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have had the opportunity to consider First Amendment associational privacy and anonymity in greater detail since writing the article appearing above in this edition of Engage. Steve Simpson’s observation that my argument takes for granted a governmental interest in ballot measure disclosure where there is plainly none is aptly put. Despite my best intentions, I treated the First Amendment in light of judicial precedent, and, using such a backwards paradigm, called for a visit to the proverbial free speech woodshed.

Nevertheless, while I agree that there is no governmental interest in ballot measure campaign disclosure, this maxim has had little effect in practice. Although the Ninth Circuit is the only Court that has described the so-called “informational interest” in detail, First Amendment challenges against similar concoctions have also failed in Alabama, Maine, Utah, and Colorado. Free speech finally scored a win recently in Wisconsin, and this will hopefully amount to more than a handbill—and as a result, when money supports speech is less specific, less personal, and less provocative

So, despite recent progress in First Amendment campaign finance actions, working to narrow the informational interest may be more effective (albeit far slower and more frustrating) than a root-and-branch attack.

Though Simpson correctly argues that differentiating between economic issues and social issues is unworkable in other contexts, in the ProtectMarriage case the distinction would work. I did not argue that a group may have more or less interest in hiding their agenda if their interest is guided by economic or social principles, but rather that government only has an interest in disclosing donors who may appear to be “buying” a law that will enrich them. Again I acknowledge that this argument draws from case law rather than the First Amendment, but the argument would force the Ninth Circuit and/or the Supreme Court to confront the spurious reasoning that superimposes Buckley onto ballot measure disclosure and offers a solution that works in the context of ProtectMarriage: although there is a powerful gun lobby, tobacco lobby, and other lobbies in the United States looking to protect their industries, the “marriage lobby” is not out to protect marriage parlors or religious service fees. The Proposition 8 campaign was unquestionably driven by morality and morality alone, a social issue distinguishable from any hint of money used as quid pro quo. Simpson argues that this solution would do more harm than good in the long run, but it would vindicate the rights of those who contributed to Proposition 8 and would force courts to at least consider disclosure in future cases rather than sweep aside all arguments with faithful recitations of Getman.

Simpson illustrates numerous other social issues, such as gun control, that have economic components, and correctly argues that groups advocating positions in related ballot measures should have no less First Amendment protection than the Proposition 8 donors. But by narrowing the “informational interest” for disclosure with the distinction of social and economic issues, the interest will become a far easier target in future challenges by such organizations. In other hotly contested areas of campaign finance law, such as the “functional equivalent of express advocacy,” it is only through a series of as-applied challenges that judges have come to recognize the burdens the law places on political speech, and to finally “err on the side of protecting political speech rather than suppressing it.”

The First Amendment’s victory over ballot measure disclosure in Wisconsin will, I hope, become a pattern, but, in the meantime, advocates of free speech should—in addition to root-and-branch arguments—work to clarify shoddy precedent to the greatest extent possible. This can lead to exposing the oppressive nature of campaign finance laws. Either way, Simpson and I share the ultimate end of freeing citizenry to engage in constitutionally guaranteed political speech.
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